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 Holi Celebration 

 

Holi is the festival of colours. All the students along with teachers 

celebrated the festival with full splash of colours. Kids participated in 

various art and craft group activities. Teachers elaborated the 

significance of colours and conveyed the message of the festival.  

 

 Math Lab. 

 

Maths Lab. developed innovative methods and materials for developing 

Number Sense, teaching of fractions and decimals, integers and other 

mathematical concepts and reasoning. In the area of early numbers, these 

methods focus on the development of Number Sense. In this approach, the 

connection of the number with quantity is kept alive which helps to 

connect to the lived experiences and intuitions of the child. This quantity 

aspect of Number Sense has been seen to be powerful in the learning of 

fractions and algebra in later stages. This method also strongly focuses on 

counting and then structured counting which follow the natural and 

flexible ways of mental addition and subtractions. This approach also 

involves the use of the empty number line as a very powerful tool to 

support thinking and reasoning about numbers. 

 

 

 



 Vocational Activities 

 

This month vocational training session includes stitching, computer 

software and hardware. Kids get on- hand- training with knowledge of the 

vocational activities. 

 Craft -Doll Making 

 

Kids made a creative doll by using cross stich mat, wool and beads.  

 Fun Learning 

 

The concepts can be taught using various TLM and through different fun 

learning methods. 

 

 

 



 Visitors- Team Fairfield Marriott 

 

Team Fairfield Marriott visited Sford Academy to share joy. They gifted 

sports items to kids. All kids were glad to receive gifts and play with the 

team members. 

 Science Exhibition 

 

Science exhibition was held in Sford Academy on the occasion of National 

Science Day. Various science models displayed by senior kids. All the 

students visited science exhibition understood various scientific practical 

and experiment.  

 Incentives Distribution 

 



100% attendees got incentives from teachers. It is to motivate students to 

come regular and be punctual in school. 

 Annual Exams  

Annual exams held at the end of session. After the preparation of the whole 

syllabus, kids attended revision classes under the supervision of teachers. 

We are glad to announce that the result was 100%  

 

 

 


